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Abstract—This paper surveys several research challenges in 
interdomain routing. We introduce and describe these chal-
lenges in a comprehensible manner, along with a review of the 
most compelling contributions and ongoing research efforts 
addressing each of the exposed issues. During this analysis we 
identify the relation between these research challenges and how 
they influence each other. We also present our perspectives on 
why these issues remain largely unsolved, and point out why 
some of the proposals made so far have not yet been adopted. 
We hope this could provide some insight on the future directions 
in this complex research area.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At present, interdomain routing is considered a challenging 
research area [1]. This is mainly rooted in the following two 
facts:  

 First, the interdomain routing protocol currently used in 
the Internet has several limitations, but its replacement is not 
a realistic option due to its worldwide deployment. These 
limitations are becoming especially noticeable given the 
explosive growth that the network has experienced in these 
last few years [2]. This growth refers not only to the size of 
the network, but also to the amount of and variety of the 
applications actually available on the Internet. This growth 
tendency is placing significant stress on both the scalability 
and the capabilities of the interdomain routing protocol. 

 Second, as its name indicates, interdomain routing de-
notes routing among distinct domains or networks. These 
domains are completely autonomous entities, which perform 
their own routing management based on policies which only 
have local significance. In this scenario, conditions such as 
business and competition between domains, along with fully 
independent management using potentially conflicting poli-
cies, makes the problem of interdomain routing even harder. 

The goals of this paper are, first to present an up-to-date 
inspection of some of the main open issues in interdomain 
routing. Second, we intend to survey the state of the art and 
briefly describe some of the most relevant proposals in the 
area. And third, we seek to point out why these issues are so 
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difficult to solve at present, and succinctly explain why most 
of the existing proposals have never moved into a deploy-
ment stage. Our aim is to put things into perspective and 
summarize the main lessons learned.  

This paper is addressed both to non-experts and to those 
researchers and professionals familiar with this particular 
research area. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section II provides a brief introduction to interdomain rout-
ing so that non-experts readers could become acquainted of 
the framework on which the rest of the paper is developed. 
Section III presents an up-to-date analysis of several of the 
main research challenges in the area. It also describes the 
most appealing approaches addressing each of these chal-
lenges, and explains why despite this, they remain largely 
unsolved. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper1.  

II.  THE BASICS OF INTERDOMAIN ROUTING 

The current Internet is a decentralized collection of com-
puter networks from all around the world. Each of these net-
works is typically known as a domain or Autonomous Sys-
tem (AS). An AS is in fact a network or a group of networks 
under a common routing policy, and managed by a single 
authority. Today, the Internet is basically the interconnection 
of more than 20000 ASes [4]. Every one of these ASes usu-
ally uses one or more Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) such 
as the Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) or 
the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) for the exchange of 
routing information within the AS. This is known as intrado-
main routing. On the other hand, interdomain routing focuses 
on the exchange of routes to allow the transmission of pack-
ets between different ASes.  

Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified (but typical) interdomain sce-
nario depicting the interconnection of several ASes. All the 
ASes represented in the figure have multiple connections to 
the network. This is indeed a common practice nowadays, 
and it is mainly used for resilience, and load balancing rea-
sons. When an AS is connected to multiple different ASes, it 
is referred to as a multihomed AS. On the other hand, the 
ASes connected to a single AS are known as single-homed 
ASes. To fix ideas, all the ASes present in Fig. 1 are multi-
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homed except AS3. Even though AS3 is dually-connected to 
the Internet, both connections are with the same AS (AS31).   

The Internet is composed by three different types of ASes, 
namely:  

(i) Single-homed stub ASes such as AS3 in Fig. 1. 
(ii) Multihomed stub ASes such as AS1 and AS2 in Fig. 1. 
(iii) Transit ASes which can be classified into very large 

transit ASes composing what is usually referred to as 
the Internet core, and smaller-sized transit ASes such 
as AS11, AS12, AS21-AS23, and AS31 in Fig. 1.  

The two types of stub ASes crowd together mostly medium 
and large enterprise customers, Content Service Providers 
(CSPs), and small Network Service Providers (NSPs). These 
two groups correspond to the largest fraction of ASes present 
in the Internet. The third type gathers most of the Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs) in the Internet.  

In today's Internet, there is a hierarchy of transit ASes [5]. 
This hierarchical structure is rooted in the two different types 
of relationships that could exist between ASes, i.e., a cus-
tomer-provider or a peer-to-peer relationship. Thus, for each 
transit AS any directly connected AS is either a customer or 
peer. At the top of this hierarchy we found the largest ISPs, 
which are usually referred to as Tier-1 ISPs. There are about 
20 Tier-1s at present [5], which represents less than 0.1% of 
the total number of ASes in the Internet [4]. These Tier-1s are 
directly interconnected in almost a full-mesh, and compose 
the Internet core. In the core, all relationships between Tier-
1s are peer-to-peer, so a Tier-1 is any ISP lacking of an up-
stream provider. The second level of the hierarchy is com-
posed by Tier-2 ISPs. A Tier-2 is any transit AS which is a 
customer of one or more Tier-1 ISPs. A representative exam-
ple of a Tier-2 ISP is a national service provider. Tier-2 ISPs 
tend to establish peer-to-peer relationships with other 
neighboring Tier-2s, for both economical and performance 
reasons. This is typically the case for geographically close 
Tier-2 ISPs that exchange large amounts of traffic. There are 
also Tier-3 ISPs, which are those transit ASes in the hierar-
chy that are customers of one or more Tier-2 ISP, such as 
regional ISPs within a country. Stub ASes are non-transit 
ASes which are customers of any ISP (Tier-1, Tier-2 or Tier-
3). In Fig. 1 ISPs such as AS11, AS12, AS21, AS23 and 
AS31 would be classified as Tier2 ISPs, while AS22 repre-
sents a Tier-3 ISP. An important corollary of this hierarchical 
structure is that the diameter of the Internet is very small in 
terms of AS hops.     

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is currently the de-
facto standard interdomain routing protocol in the Internet. Its 
current official2 release is BGP-4, which was specified in [6] 
on March of 1995. BGP is used to exchange reachability 
information throughout the Internet and it is mainly an inter-
AS routing protocol. However, the reachability information 
that an AS learns from the exterior needs to be distributed 
within the AS so that every routers in the AS could properly 
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reach destinations outside the AS. When reachability infor-
mation is exchanged between two BGP routers located in 
different ASes the protocol is referred to as external BGP 
(eBGP). On the other hand, when reachability information is 
exchanged between BGP routers located inside the same AS, 
the protocol is referred to as internal BGP (iBGP). 

For instance, in AS1, the reachability information that R11 
learns from AS11 is received over eBGP. This information is 
passed from R11 to the routers inside AS1 (i.e., R12 and 
R13) so that they could be able to reach the routes advertised 
by AS11. This exchange of reachability information between 
R11 and the internal routers in AS1 is done by means of 
iBGP. The same occurs for the external routes that R12 learns 
from AS12. 

For scalability reasons BGP does not try to keep track of 
the entire Internet’s topology. Instead, it only manages the 
end-to-end AS-path of one route in the form of an ordered 
sequence of AS numbers. For this reason BGP is known as a 
path vector routing protocol, to reflect the fact that it is essen-
tially a modified distance vector protocol. While a typical 
distance vector protocol like RIP chooses a route according to 
the least number of routers traversed (router hops), BGP 
generally chooses the route that traverses the least number of 
ASes (AS hops). For example, the BGP process running in 
router R21 will typically choose to reach AS1 via the ASes 
AS21 and AS12. Thus, the AS-path chosen by R21 is  
{AS21, AS12, AS1} (please notice that the Internet core 
accounts for at least one AS hop more in the AS-path if only 
one Tier-1 ISP is traversed while reaching AS1).  

The term generally mentioned before is due to the fact that 
the AS-Path length is one of the steps of the BGP decision 
process, but not the only one. This decision process is used 
for route selection each time a BGP router has at least two 
different routes for the same destination. Thus, BGP routing 
is more complex than simply minimizing the number of AS 
hops. BGP routers have inbuilt features to override the AS 
hop count, and to tiebreak if two or more routes have the 
same AS-path length. The sequence of steps in Fig. 2 repre-
sents a simplified version of the BGP decision process. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. A simplified interdomain scenario. 
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Fig. 2. A simplified version of the BGP route selection process. 
 
In this process each subsequent step is used to break ties 

when the routes being compared were equally good in the 
previous step. The local preference (LOCAL_PREF) in step 1 
and the Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED) in step 3 are two 
BGP attributes which are used by BGP routers for controlling 
how traffic flows from and into an AS, respectively. A de-
tailed explanation of this process could be found in [7]. 

After this short description of the main components and 
their roles in interdomain routing, we follow with some of the 
main open issues in this area.  

III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN INTERDOMAIN ROUTING 

In the last years the Internet has largely expanded in sev-
eral ways. First, the number of ASes connected to the Internet 
has increased enormously [2]. Second, the number of connec-
tions per-AS to the network has also significantly augmented 
[8]. Third, the number of and the diversity of the applications 
supported in the Internet have remarkably increased as well. 
This tendency has increased the demands on the scale of the 
network, and hence is placing significant pressure on the 
scalability and convergence of BGP. 

In addition, the current interdomain routing structure is not 
precisely prepared to handle the service characteristics that 
several applications are demanding from the network. In 
effect, the end-to-end performance of these applications is not 
only affected by the limitations of BGP, but also by the di-
versity of interests and lack of cooperation between the ASes 
composing the Internet. Therefore, several issues remain to 
be solved in the area of interdomain routing. This section 
analyzes several significant challenges faced by researchers 
in the area today. The methodology that we follow is first to 
introduce the problem. Next, we survey several proposals 
addressing the issue, and try to discriminate which are in fact 
operational palliatives. After that, we discuss why despite 
these efforts each issue remains largely open.    

The order in which the issues are presented is chosen so as 
to gradually introduce the distinct aspects of BGP and the 
interdomain routing paradigm, as well as to link how the 
initial set of issues influences the subsequent ones.  

A. Slow Convergence and Chattiness of BGP 

In order to exchange reachability information two BGP 
routers must establish a BGP session. This session is sup-

ported by a TCP connection through which the peers ex-
change four different types of messages, specifically [6]:  

(i) OPEN message: to open a BGP session between the 
peers. 

(ii) UPDATE message: to transfer reachability informa-
tion among the peers. This message is used either to 
advertise a feasible route to a peer or to withdraw un-
feasible routes. The UPDATE message is usually re-
ferred as a BGP advertisement. 

(iii) NOTIFICATION message: sent when an error condi-
tion is detected. The BGP session is immediately shut-
down after this message is sent. 

(iv) KEEPALIVE message: periodically exchanged to 
verify that the peer is still reachable. 

Each peer is able to determine if the BGP session corre-
sponds to an iBGP or an eBGP session from the content of 
the OPEN message. When a BGP session starts, each peer 
advertises its entire set of routes. After that, only incremental 
updates and KEEPALIVE messages are exchanged.  

An important performance metric for a routing protocol is 
its convergence time, i.e. the time required to reroute packets 
around a failure. The first significant studies of the conver-
gence of BGP were carried out by using measurements in the 
Internet [9]. These studies showed that the convergence of 
BGP was rather slow, often measured in tens of seconds. This 
slow convergence is caused by several factors, some of which 
are inherent to the utilization of path vectors by BGP, while 
others are due to implementation choices. In short, this slow 
convergence is mainly rooted in the fact that in the global 
Internet a single link failure can force all BGP routers to 
exchange large amounts of BGP advertisements, while ex-
ploring for alternative paths toward the affected destinations. 
This process is referred to as path exploration.   

During a BGP convergence, routers may need to exchange 
several advertisements concerning the same prefix. To avoid 
storms of BGP advertisements, most BGP routers use a timer 
called Minimum Route Advertisement Interval (MRAI), with 
a recommended default value of 30 seconds. This timer pre-
vents BGP routers from sending a new advertisement for one 
prefix if the previous advertisement for the prefix was sent 
less than 30 seconds earlier [6]. This reduces the number of 
BGP advertisements exchanged, but may cause important 
BGP advertisements to be unnecessarily delayed. Griffin and 
Presmore showed in [10] that this arbitrary 30 seconds value 
has a huge impact on BGP convergence time. They observed 
that for each network topology and for a particular set of 
experiments there is an optimal value of the MRAI timer. 
This optimal value can significantly reduce the convergence 
time of BGP. Unfortunately, this might be extremely hard to 
find in practice since it varies from network to network. 

To cope with flapping routers that regularly advertise and 
shortly after withdraw their routes, many routers implement 
BGP route flap damping [11]. This technique works by ignor-
ing routes that change too often. This is necessary to avoid 
storms of advertisements due to flapping routers, but unfor-
tunately this increases the BGP convergence time [12].  

1. Choose the route with the highest local preference (LOCAL_PREF)
2. If the LOCAL_PREFs are equal choose the route with the shortest

AS-path
3. If the AS-path lengths are equal choose the route with the lowest 

MED
4. If the MEDs are equal prefer external routes over internal routes 

(eBGP over iBGP)
5. If the routes are still equal prefer the one with the lowest IGP metric 

to the next-hop router
6. If more than one route is still available run tie-breaking rules



Several authors have proposed modifications to reduce the 
BGP convergence time in case of failures. The ghost-flushing 
approach, proposed in [13] improves the BGP convergence 
by ensuring that the messages indicating bad news are dis-
tributed quickly by the BGP routers, while good news propa-
gate slower. The downside of ghost-flushing is that it does 
not tackle the root of the problem, i.e., path exploration. In-
stead, it only tries to speed up the convergence of BGP.   

Other solutions such as BGP-RCN [14] and EPIC [15] im-
prove the convergence of BGP and also reduce the number of 
BGP messages exchanged during the convergence by adding 
to each BGP message an identifier (root-cause) indicating the 
cause of the BGP message. With this additional information, 
when a failure occurs on one link, distant routers can avoid to 
select as their alternate path a path that is also affected by the 
failure but for which they have not yet received up-to-date 
information.  

The good news is that these proposals significantly limit 
path exploration. The bad news is that accurately identifying 
the root-cause of a failure still represents a challenging prob-
lem. This is first because root-cause approaches require 
modifying BGP to add information in the BGP advertise-
ments, but ISPs are cautious about upgrading BGP. Second, 
they only introduce significant improvements under the as-
sumption of extensive deployment. And most important of 
all, the additional information needed to identify the root-
cause of a failure strikes against the scalability of BGP. 

The explanation for this latter is that for scalability reasons 
the BGP advertisements spawned by ISPs are often aggre-
gated. Two levels of aggregation exist in these advertise-
ments. Firstly, the set of the destinations advertised by BGP 
routers are composed by IP prefixes which aggregate several 
routes into a single route3. Secondly, the AS-paths carried in 
the BGP advertisements intrinsically represent highly aggre-
gated information, since they do not reveal any clue about the 
internal details of the ASes in the path (e.g. topology, state of 
connectivity, etc). While the first level of aggregation reduces 
the size of the BGP routing tables, the second tremendously 
reduces the amount of details exchanged between BGP rout-
ers. The downside is the loss of granularity in the reachability 
information that each BGP router manages. In this frame-
work, pinpointing the source of a failure is almost impossi-
ble, given that different failures will produce the same BGP 
UPDATE message [15]. To cope with this, the BGP adver-
tisements from ISPs should be somehow disaggregated, 
which unfortunately has a direct impact on BGP’s scalability. 

Clearly, two trade-offs exist: i) how to, and how much 
should the reachability information be disaggregated in the 
BGP advertisements so as to accurately identify the source of 
a failure; and more general ii) how much could the BGP 
convergence time be reduced while keeping the overall rout-
ing system scalable.  

An interesting alternative to pinpoint the source of a failure 
without needing to modify BGP was proposed in [16]. 
Feldmann et al. propose to infer the precise location of a 
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failure by analyzing its effects, i.e., by observing the flow of 
BGP UPDATE messages during a convergence process. This 
is achieved by using multiple observation points (known as 
vantage points) and correlating the data observed along three 
dimensions: time, vantage point, and prefixes. However, this 
work proposes an offline methodology to pinpoint the source 
of a failure, so it was not devised as a mechanism to reduce 
the BGP convergence time.  

The Fig. 3 depicts three major interdomain routing objec-
tives as well as how the set of mechanisms described before 
strengthen or weaken the accomplishment of these objectives. 
The figure shows that unfortunately none of the existing 
mechanisms is able to strengthen the accomplishment of 
some of the objectives without weakening the accomplish-
ment of some other. From our perspective the issue remains 
largely unsolved, and it will remain in this state unless we 
thoroughly understand the intrinsic trade-offs between some 
of the objectives in Fig. 3, and based on this understanding 
we succeed in developing novel mechanisms that could 
timely balance the accomplishment of all the objectives at the 
same time.  

 

  
Fig. 3. Complex and still unsolved balance between three interdomain rout-

ing objectives. 

B. Scalability problems due to Multihoming 

Several studies such as [17] have shown that BGP routing 
tables are growing significantly fast, which imposes a consid-
erable pressure on the scalability of BGP. In the early 1990s, 
such a growth resulted in the definition of the CIDR IP ad-
dress allocation architecture. The main reason for the recent 
growth lies in the fact that most stub ASes have chosen to 
increment their connectivity to the Internet for both resilience 
and load balancing reasons. As stated in Section II, this prac-
tice of connecting to multiple ISPs is known as multihoming. 
To explain how multihoming is affecting the size of the BGP 
routing tables let us consider the example in Fig. 4. Assume 
that the multihomed stub AS1 originates two IP prefixes 
194.100.80.0/20 (obtained from AS2's block of IP prefixes) 
and 200.2.160.0/20 (obtained from AS3). In order to load 
balance its inbound traffic and to count with a fault-tolerant 
routing scheme, AS1 chooses to advertise its prefixes so that: 
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(i) Traffic targeting 194.100.80.0/20 should primarily en-
ter the AS via AS2 and use AS3 as a backup path. 

(ii) Traffic targeting 200.2.160.0/20 should primarily enter 
the AS via AS3 and use AS2 as a backup path.  

 To accomplish these goals, AS1 selectively prepends its 
own AS number in its BGP advertisements with the aim of 
increasing the AS-path length for the specific prefixes, and 
hence, influence the selection of the best route in upstream 
ASes4. The Fig. 4 shows the BGP advertisements sent by 
AS1. In this figure, we assume that AS2 and AS3 are config-
ured differently. AS3 propagates the two BGP advertisements 
received from AS1. AS2 on the other hand sends an aggre-
gate advertisement for 194.100.0.0/16. As this prefix includes 
194.100.80.0/20, the advertisement received from AS1 is not 
propagated. This is typically the case when a customer adver-
tises a prefix that belongs to one of its ISP’s block of pre-
fixes. In such a case the ISP could aggregate the customer 
advertisement into a shorter prefix when advertising the pre-
fix to other customers or peers.  

As shown in Fig. 4, even though AS1 originates only two 
prefixes AS4 receives four routes for three different prefixes: 
194.100.80.0/20 (from AS3), 194.100.0.0/16 (from AS2) and 
200.2.160.0/20 (from both AS3 and AS2). This increases the 
size of the BGP routing table of R41 since it receives more 
than one route for the same prefix.  

Despite the prepending operation, all traffic from AS4 to-
ward AS1 will be routed via AS3. This is because: (i) the 
shortest AS-path for 200.2.160.0/20 is via AS3; (ii) the traffic 
for 194.100.80.0/20 will also be sent via AS3 because a BGP 
router always prefers the most specific (i.e. the longest) pre-
fix when forwarding packets.  

In such conditions AS2 will usually stop aggregating 
AS1’s prefixes so that AS1 could start receiving traffic for 
194.100.80.0/20 via AS2. This disaggregation causes that 
AS2 advertises to AS4 two prefixes, the customer’s prefix 
194.100.80.0/20 and the aggregate 194.100.80.0/16 with an 
additional increment in the size of the BGP routing tables.  

 

  
Fig. 4. Growth of BGP routing tables: lack of aggregation and load balancing  

                                                           
4 It is worth mentioning that even though prepending is widely used in 
operational networks so as to influence how traffic enters an AS, for several 
reasons, it does not always work. One of these reasons is addressed in the 
rest of the example. Other reasons will be addressed in sections C and H.   

In the example, the prefix 194.100.80.0/20 belongs to AS2, 
so this prefix cannot be aggregated by another ISP (AS3). As 
a general rule a multihomed AS has several providers and its 
prefixes cannot be aggregated by all of its providers. In fact, 
when a multihomed stub AS has allocated its own IP address 
space the usual situation is that none of the providers is able 
to aggregate the prefixes of this AS. 

In sum, load balancing and poor aggregation are the main 
reasons for which BGP tables are growing so fast5. The ap-
plication of these practices makes the overall BGP routing 
tables nearly 50% larger than their optimal size, i.e., if aggre-
gation was perfectly used [4].   

To cope with the problem and leverage aggregation most 
ISPs filter the advertisements of long prefixes. Typically, 
several ISPs will not allow advertising to the global Internet 
prefixes longer than /22, or even longer than /20 [18]. This 
filtering process is an operational palliative, but its downsides 
are considerable. A first consequence is that some routes are 
not distributed to the rest of the network. Furthermore, filter-
ing does not tackle the root of the problem; it only works 
around it. The real challenge is to devise novel proposals that 
endow multihomed stub ASes with load balancing and fault 
tolerance mechanisms, while diminishing (or avoiding) the 
impact on the BGP routing tables. This is indeed a complex 
and open problem at present.  

An alternative in the long term could be to define a better 
multihoming architecture. Several efforts are being carried 
out in order to deal with this issue in IPv6. Some appealing 
solutions are currently being developed in the frame of the 
“Site multihoming in IPv6” working group of the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) [19]. However, the problem 
remains largely unsolved for IPv4.   

C. Expressiveness and Safety of Policies 

Each AS in the Internet administrates its traffic in a com-
pletely autonomous way based on a set of policies which only 
have local significance to the AS. In other words, the way in 
which BGP routes are advertised through the global Internet, 
and the way in which routing is finally performed are the 
result of the application of several independently configured 
policies. This lack of global coordination between the poli-
cies used in the different domains is a major weakness of the 
current interdomain routing paradigm. 

Several studies such as [20, 21] have demonstrated that 
without coordination the interaction between independent 
policies may lead to global routing anomalies, such as incon-
sistent recovery from link failures or even route oscillations. 
Fig. 5 depicts one of these routing anomalies. This particular 
configuration is known as “the bad gadget” [20], and illus-
trates how the policy based nature of BGP may lead to con-
figurations that are guaranteed to diverge (i.e. BGP does not 
converge). In this configuration, the routing policies are such 
that each AS prefers the counterclockwise route to reach 

                                                           
5 While the maximum number entries in a BGP router was around 1x105 in 
2001, at present this number is larger than 1.63x105 [4, 17].    
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AS0, instead of the direct route. For example, AS2 prefers the 
route {AS2, AS1, AS0} over the route {AS2, AS0}. Given 
that AS1 and AS3 have analogous preferences, this configu-
ration clearly causes the divergence of the BGP protocol. 

In section A we assumed the convergence of BGP as a fact, 
and based on it we exposed that the speed of this convergence 
is affected not only by the intrinsic properties of path vector 
routing protocols, but also by implementation decisions of 
BGP. The previous example shows that the convergence of 
BGP is indeed a much more complex and open problem, 
since managing routing based on independent policies causes 
that convergence cannot be assumed as a fact. 

The main reasons for the absence of cooperation between 
domains are: 

(i) The characteristics of the BGP policy expressiveness. 
(ii) The ASes are not willing to disclose the details about 

their internal configuration and policies. 

The expressiveness of policies is particularly tricky. On the 
one hand this expressiveness is rich enough to construct intri-
cate local routing policies. Unfortunately, these policies may 
conflict with policies from other domains leading to the 
global routing problems described before. On the other hand, 
this expressiveness is not enough to attach information to a 
route so that it could be straightforwardly shared and used 
throughout the network.  

It should become clear that both, the expressiveness of 
policies and the basis for autonomic management of policies 
able to guarantee robust convergence of the interdomain 
routing protocol are in a very early stage of development. We 
need to thoroughly understand these two central aspects of 
distributed policies in order to balance the complex trade-off 
between allowing the ASes to disclose only the set of details 
they are willing to disclose, and guaranteeing robust conver-
gence of BGP. A further discussion of these issues can be 
found in [22]. 

 

  
Fig. 5. The Bad Gadget example 

D. Robustness of BGP Sessions 

The exchange of messages among two BGP routers is sup-
ported by a TCP connection, which supplies a reliable trans-
port layer for the communication between the routers. De-
spite this reliability, some previous studies showed that the 

resilience of BGP sessions was formerly affected by conges-
tion. In 1999, Labovitz et al observed that KEEPALIVE 
messages were delayed during periods of peak network usage 
[23]. This led BGP sessions to fail when KEEPALIVE mes-
sages were delayed beyond the BGP hold timer [6]. Another 
previous study concerning the resilience of BGP sessions to 
congestion was presented in [24]. This study showed that 
increased queuing and delays had negative effects in the 
resilience of BGP. One of the main conclusions of [24] was 
the requisite to differentiate somehow the routing protocol 
messages from normal data traffic. For this reason, an opera-
tional palliative that several operators use at present is to 
prioritize BGP messages by setting their IP precedence to 7. 

More recent work such as [25] shows that the conservative 
behavior of TCP retransmissions actually aggravates the 
instability of BGP sessions when network failures occur. The 
authors analyze the case of iBGP sessions, and propose a 
simple modification of TCP to increase the robustness of 
these sessions. Unfortunately, the community remains cau-
tious about upgrading TCP.  

Furthermore, the robustness of BGP sessions is an impor-
tant issue at present for security reasons. This is because a 
BGP session will fail if the TCP connection fails due to an 
attack. This is addressed in the next section. 

E. Security Issues 

Among the issues presented in this paper, the one that it is 
probably capturing more attention at present is security. The 
reason for this is the concern of many operators that the vul-
nerabilities of BGP may cause large disruptions of service 
under possible attacks [26, 27]. Mainly two types of security 
issues exist with the current interdomain routing architecture 
and the BGP protocol. 

The first type of security issues are the possible attacks to 
the transmission of BGP messages by legitimate routers. 
Given that two BGP peers maintain a BGP session over a 
TCP connection between themselves, the endpoints of this 
TCP connection (IP addresses and port numbers) can often be 
easily determined by a distant attacker. Furthermore, for a 
BGP router, a BGP session (and the corresponding interdo-
main link) remains up as long as BGP messages can be ex-
changed over the TCP connection. This implies that if the 
TCP connection fails for any reason, the BGP session fails as 
well. An attacker could exploit this weakness by sending 
spoofed TCP RST segments to cause a TCP connection sup-
porting a BGP session to fail.  

To address this problem, some operational solutions are 
possible. A first solution is to authenticate the TCP segments 
carrying BGP messages by relying on MD5 [28]. This forces 
BGP peers to maintain a shared password. A second solution, 
mainly applicable to protect iBGP sessions is to use filters on 
the border routers to ensure that spoofed packets using local 
addresses as sources cannot reach the network. Those solu-
tions are also applicable to ensure that a distant attacker will 
not be able to send spoofed BGP messages inside an existing 
BGP session. Clearly, these are operational palliatives but 
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they do not tackle the root of the problem, i.e., how to devise 
robust BGP sessions among BGP routers (as discussed in 
section D).   

The second type of security issues are related with the lack 
of authentication in BGP. A BGP router can be configured to 
advertise any IP prefix and most routers support powerful 
filters that can be used to completely change the content of 
received BGP messages6. Besides exploiting these vulner-
abilities to conduct attacks, measurement studies have shown 
that misconfigurations of BGP routers are common events 
[29]. In any case, a BGP router should only be allowed to 
advertise IP prefixes that have been either allocated to its 
ASes, or learned from legitimate peer or customer ASes.   

A first solution to improve the security of BGP has been 
proposed in S-BGP [30]. S-BGP relies on a Public-Key Infra-
structure (PKI) to allow routers to include a route attestation 
with each advertisement. A route attestation is a crypto-
graphic signature that confirms that the S-BGP speaker is 
allowed to advertise this path. The main concerns about S-
BGP compared to BGP are the cost (CPU, memory and 
bandwidth) of producing, storing and distributing those attes-
tations and the need to bootstrap the PKI. Therefore, several 
alternate solutions have been proposed to lower the cost of 
securing BGP [31-35].  

As of this writing, none of the solutions cited in the previ-
ous paragraph have been actually implemented in operational 
networks. From our perspective, this is mainly for two rea-
sons. First, some of them are too heavyweight to become 
deployed which makes them difficult to appeal to ISPs. Sec-
ond, the standardization work is not well advanced. Only 
solutions that efficiently balance the trade-off between their 
effectiveness and the cost to implement them will have 
chance to become deployed.  

F. Lack of Multipath Routing 

A BGP router could receive multiple advertisements for the 
same route from multiple sources. For instance, in Fig. 4 
router R41 receives two advertisements for the prefix 
200.2.160.0/20, and hence it will need to run its BGP deci-
sion process (Fig. 2) to select the best path to reach this des-
tination. In its current release BGP selects only one path as 
the best path, and this is the path that it places in the forward-
ing table. In addition, each BGP router only advertises to its 
peers the best route it knows to any given destination. Thus, 
R41 will typically install in its forwarding table the path via 
AS3 for the prefix 200.2.160.0/20 (choosing the shortest AS-
path), and this is the path it will advertise to its own peers.  

This behavior introduces mainly two important limitations. 
First, since the routing protocol only uses one best route, load 
balancing is not feasible even between paths presenting the 
same AS-path length. For this reason some vendors have 
implemented and actually support multipath extensions in 
their BGP implementations. Despite this fact, only the best 

                                                           
6 These filters are precisely the ones that support the construction of the 
intricate and autonomic routing policies described in section C. 

route is still advertised to other peers in both implementa-
tions. This is precisely the second and most important limita-
tion. Given that a BGP router only advertises the best route it 
knows many alternative paths that could have been poten-
tially used by any source of traffic will be unknown. For 
example, a peer of R41 will receive an advertisement that the 
network 200.2.160.0/20 is reachable via {AS4, AS3, AS1}, 
but it will not know that the prefix is also reachable via the 
path {AS4, AS2, AS1, AS1}. This causes that the BGP mes-
sages received in an AS contain only a subset of all the avail-
able paths to the destination. This pruning behavior inherent 
to BGP introduces several limitations to the current interdo-
main routing paradigm, especially, from the end-to-end QoS 
and Traffic Engineering (TE) viewpoints7.  

At present, efforts are being carried out so that a BGP 
router could be able to advertise to its peers multiple routes 
for the same destination. One of the most recent proposals 
can be found in [37].  

Despite the limitations described before, it is very unclear 
how to endow BGP with multipath routing capabilities with-
out deeply impacting on its scalability. If more routes are 
selected and advertised by BGP routers, then more entries 
will exist in the BGP routing tables increasing the problem 
exposed in section B.  

G. Transit through an AS: iBGP issues 

BGP is an interdomain routing protocol and as such is thus 
mainly concerned by the transmission of routes and packets 
between ASes. However, as an AS may contain thousands of 
routers, it is necessary to specify how the interdomain routes 
and packets can transit an AS. When a border router learns a 
new interdomain route, it will need to distribute this route to 
other routers inside its AS. This will be done by sending the 
interdomain routes over iBGP sessions inside the AS. If the 
AS is small, a full-mesh of iBGP sessions will be established 
between the BGP routers. If the AS is larger route reflectors 
[38] or confederations [39] will be used to replace this un-
scalable iBGP full-mesh.  

When a border router of a transit AS receives a packet 
whose destination is not local, it will consult its BGP routing 
table to determine the BGP nexthop, i.e. the egress border 
router, inside its own AS. However, there can be several 
intermediate routers between the ingress router and the egress 
router. To ensure that an interdomain packet will reach the 
BGP nexthop selected by the ingress border router, the transit 
AS must ensure that all intermediate routers will also select 
this nexthop.  

This problem was discussed early during the development 
of BGP [40] and two techniques have emerged. The first 
solution, proposed in 1990, is to use encapsulation, i.e. the 
ingress border router encapsulates the interdomain packets 
inside a tunnel towards the egress border router chosen by its 
BGP decision process. At that time, encapsulation suffered 
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from a major performance drawback given the difficulty of 
performing encapsulation on the available routers. Today, 
high-end routers are capable of performing encapsulation or 
decapsulation at line rate when using MPLS or IP-based 
tunnels. The main advantage of using encapsulation is that 
the BGP forwarding table is consulted only once (by the 
ingress border router) per interdomain packet inside each AS. 

Unfortunately, this is not often a common practice in pure 
IP-based transit networks. This type of networks typically 
uses another technique called Pervasive BGP, which is to run 
BGP on all (border and non-border) routers inside the transit 
AS. As all intermediate routers must consult their BGP for-
warding table for each interdomain packet, there is a risk of 
deflection, or worse routing loops, when the forwarding ta-
bles are not perfectly synchronized such as during a BGP 
convergence [41] or when route reflectors or confederations 
are used [42].  

The main issue at present is that route reflectors and/or 
confederations have become absolutely necessary given the 
tremendous scalability they have supplied to large transit 
ASes. However, anomalies such as the ones described before 
can occur, especially in the event of a link or a router failure 
with Pervasive BGP. The question that arises is then: how 
can it be guaranteed that iBGP configurations remain highly 
scalable and anomaly-free at the same time? 

H. Limited Traffic Engineering Capabilities 

The current interdomain routing model offers scarce TE 
capabilities for a number of reasons. First, BGP was designed 
as a protocol to distribute reachability information. Second, 
as exposed in section F the inability of BGP to advertise 
multiple routes for the same destination limits the number 
and quality of the alternative paths that could be used to re-
route packets around a failure. In addition, the limitation of 
BGP in terms of multipath routing restricts the possibilities of 
balancing traffic across domains to certain setups and vendor 
specific implementations. 

Second, as it was shown in section C the autonomic man-
agement of policies and the limitations in the expressiveness 
of these policies imposes strong restrictions on how the ASes 
are able to control and manage the flow of their interdomain 
traffic. For instance, even though BGP allows an AS to flexi-
bly manage its outbound traffic, it exhibits a scarce degree of 
control in order to manage and balance how traffic enters an 
AS across multiple paths. In other words, accurately control-
ling inbound traffic with BGP is a very complex task and it is 
still unclear how this can be optimally accomplished. The 
reason for this lies in the lack of global coordination between 
the policies used in the different domains. This causes that 
each AS in any given path may apply its own local policies 
and route its outbound traffic as desired overriding any rout-
ing advertisement and requirement from downstream ASes.  

To cope with the problem of controlling the inbound traffic 
of an AS several operational palliatives are possible. Some 
techniques rely on the utilization of AS-path prepending [43], 
some on BGP communities [44], and others on NAT [45]. 

However, all of them have several limitations. A corollary 
of what we exposed in sections B and C is that AS-path pre-
pending might not always work. BGP communities provide 
more control than AS-Path prepending, but they are not per-
fect and not always supported. Finally, controlling traffic by 
using a NAT is simply unfeasible for medium and large 
ASes. As a result, the common practice in the global Internet 
is that inbound traffic is manually configured and tuned on a 
trial-error basis, and hence remains an open problem in terms 
of interdomain TE. An incrementally deployable solution 
called Virtual Peering was proposed recently in [46]. The 
approach is that a pair of ASes would cooperate and set up a 
unidirectional IP tunnel between their border routers to man-
age the traffic between them.  

Another important topic is that the objectives of interdo-
main TE drastically vary depending on the type of AS. The 
classification of the three types of different ASes made in 
Section I is pertinent since the requirements and the problems 
faced by each of these ASes are quite different. For instance, 
the current trend for multihomed stub ASes is to deploy self-
ish TE techniques able to operate in short timescales [47]. 
These techniques typically try to exploit the multi-
connectivity of the AS, with the aim of improving the per-
formance and reduce the monetary costs. The main problem 
behind this is that if more and more ASes keep on using such 
selfish techniques, this could place significant stress on the 
scalability and reliability of the entire interdomain routing 
system. 

On the other hand, TE mechanisms developed for transit 
multihomed ASes such as large ISPs are designed to operate 
in large timescales (typically in the order of weeks or 
months). These ASes usually use a routing practice known as 
hot potato routing [48]. In this practice a BGP router within 
the AS will be able to reach a certain destination by multiple 
exit points of the AS, so the router needs to run the BGP 
decision process in Fig.2. Typically, a subset of those multi-
ple exit points will supply the same AS-path length toward 
the destination, so the decision BGP process usually reaches 
steps 4 or 5 in Fig. 2. These two steps basically mean that the 
routing criterion is to try to get rid of the packets from the AS 
as fast as possible. This is typically determined by the intra-
domain routing protocol running on the AS (step 5 in Fig. 2).  

One of the main problems that these transit ASes are facing 
in terms of TE is that the attempt to improve their hot potato 
routing has a profound impact on the interdomain traffic (and 
reciprocally) [48]. This causes that traffic patterns change 
across the boundaries of the AS affecting other ASes. These 
ASes may now run their own TE policies, which in turn may 
negatively impact back again on the original AS. This brings 
back the problem of routing instabilities due to poor or no 
coordination between the policies used in the different do-
mains.  

An important aspect of interdomain routing is that recent 
studies reveal that the topological characteristics of interdo-
main traffic show large variations over time. Indeed, large 
fractions of AS paths are only present in the BGP routing 
tables for a few minutes. This behavior is increasing the 



number of BGP messages traversing the network. Despite 
this variability, three important results demonstrate that TE at 
the interdomain level is in fact feasible [49, 50]: 

(i) Measurement studies show that, in one AS, a small 
fraction of the destination prefixes are responsible for 
a large fraction of the interdomain traffic. 

(ii) Regardless of the large number of BGP update mes-
sages, popular prefixes represent stable entries in the 
BGP routing tables for weeks or even months. 

(iii) The majority of the update events correspond to pre-
fixes that do not receive much traffic. 

These results have important TE repercussions since re-
searchers could focus on devising novel TE mechanisms that 
network operators could apply to the majority of their traffic, 
whose routes are typically stable. 

I. Lack of QoS support 

Applications such as Voice over IP or Virtual Private Net-
works have strong requirements in terms of QoS. To fulfill 
those requirements, many ISPs have deployed mechanisms 
to provide Differentiated Services in their networks. The 
customers of those ISPs are now requiring similar levels of 
QoS across interdomain boundaries [51]. BGP has not inbuilt 
QoS capabilities since it was designed as a protocol to only 
distribute reachability information. This inability of BGP in 
supplying and distributing QoS information was recognized 
as a missing piece by the IETF in mid-1998 [52].  

This issue has received attention during the last years. Due 
to space limitations we cannot review the entire literature, 
but an appealing proposal can be found in [53].  

Despite these efforts and over a decade of work, the aston-
ishing outcome is none the proposals has turned out to be 
sufficiently appealing to become deployed in practice. This is 
because ISPs have preferred to overprovision their networks 
rather than delivering and managing QoS. The debate about 
overprovision vs. QoS is still open. Leaving aside issues like 
the monetary cost to deploy and maintain QoS, or the devel-
opment of possible businesses leading to tangible sources of 
profit for ISPs, from our perspective the issue remains un-
solved mainly because all the issues presented so far are 
actually strong limitations for QoS at the interdomain level. 
The interdomain routing paradigm itself is in fact a major 
cause for this lack of QoS support.  

An alternative could be to change the paradigm, but at pre-
sent only incrementally deployable approaches seem realistic 
and hence will have chance to become adopted. We believe 
that efficient mechanisms allowing network operators to 
improve their end-to-end performance while demanding 
nearly no effort to support and maintain are still missing.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

Interdomain routing is still a challenging research area. The 
main challenge resides in the intricate relationships and cou-

pled trade-offs between the open issues presented along this 
paper. Rather than tackling these issues one by one and in an 
isolated manner, we need to thoroughly understand their 
relationships and dependencies if we expect to make any real 
progress in the area. This is in part why several of the valu-
able proposals made so far have never reached a deployment 
stage. Unfortunately this is not the only reason. It is also due 
to the fact that ISPs are reluctant to introduce changes and to 
test them, if there is no clear source of revenue. Clearly, this 
makes the problem of making real progresses even harder.  

We emphasize that while some of the issues exposed in this 
paper are rooted in the intrinsic limitations of BGP and the 
current interdomain routing architecture, others derive from 
the intricate interactions and dependencies between domains. 
As we have described, routing management is performed in 
an autonomic manner by each domain, and the most concern-
ing fact is that this is done based on potentially conflicting 
policies. Thus, more social or collaborative policies may need 
to be developed in the mid-term. 

An alternative in the long term could be to gradually re-
place BGP or even the whole interdomain routing paradigm. 
However, this might be unfeasible for IPv4-based networks 
given the large installed base. From our perspective, the fu-
ture MPLS-based and optical networks offer a neat path so as 
to address from scratch several of the issues exposed in this 
paper. We should take advantage of the lessons learned and 
avoid incurring in the same mistakes of the past. 
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Fig. 2 

1. Choose the route with the highest local preference (LOCAL_PREF)
2. If the LOCAL_PREFs are equal choose the route with the shortest

AS-path
3. If the AS-path lengths are equal choose the route with the lowest 

MED
4. If the MEDs are equal prefer external routes over internal routes 

(eBGP over iBGP)
5. If the routes are still equal prefer the one with the lowest IGP metric 

to the next-hop router
6. If more than one route is still available run tie-breaking rules



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
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